News this Week:

- **The George Matsumoto Prize Deadline is this week.** Featuring a blue-ribbon jury, public voting, and $6,000 in awards, the George Matsumoto Prize is open to both architects and non-architects anywhere in the world for Modernist houses built in North Carolina. Complete submission details are online. Deadline: **Sunday, July 1, 2012, 5pm EST.**

- **New on the Market:** The latest updates on North Carolina Modernist houses for sale or rent.

- **Newsflash:** One seat for the Fallingwater trip has opened up! First person to call and pay gets...
• Starting July 8, the public can be part of the jury and vote online for their favorite houses from the Matsumoto Prize submissions.

**NEIGHBORISTA!**
Creative communities everywhere

• Neighborista! is a new webzine started by Preservation North Carolina alumni Elizabeth Sappenfield and Glenn Perkins about creative neighborhoods -- why we love them, and how we sustain them. So far they have featured interesting stories and profiles of people who are trying to make neighborhoods for play or running a community newspaper by kids or sharing old know-how in new ways. Details.

• With 17 months to go to the November 2013 Auldbrass trip there are only 25 of 90 seats left! Remember, Auldbrass is open only two days it. 919.740.8407. Trip details.

Mayberry Modernism on the Road
TMH Founder George Smart speaks on Mayberry Modernism. North Carolina's legacy of outstanding Modernist residential architects and architecture.

Thursday, August 9, 7pm, Durham Engineer's Club, Croasdaile Country Club, Durham. Includes dinner. Ticketed event, open to the public. Information.

September 12, 12N. Chapel Hill Board of Realtors, Chapel Hill. Members only.

September 27, 7pm. Carolina Country Club, Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh. Members only.
every two years, so reserve your spots with a refundable deposit now! Details.

- **Endangered No More: The 1969 Linda and Allan Kornberg Residence, 23 Scott Place, Durham, designed by Jon Condoret.** This unusual house had been abandoned, foreclosed, and on the ropes -- now it's back, with new ownership that plans a restoration!

- **Triangle MLS Recognizes Modernist as a House Type!** The jurisdiction of Triangle MLS (multiple listing service) covers 16 counties in the Triangle region from Alamance to Warren. After successful lobbying by TMH volunteers, Triangle MLS now recognizes Modernist as a house type. The designation joins A-Frame, Active Solar, Arts & Crafts ... through Tudor, Victorian, Warehouse, and of course, Williamsburg. Getting Modernist into the MLS was a collaborative team effort on the part of enthusiastic Modernist brokers in the area spurred by the fact that MLS could previously not distinguish Modernist from Contemporary.

TMH gets up to 52,000 hits a month from design-lovin' enthusiasts all around the Triangle, North Carolina, and the world. There are many inexpensive opportunities to reach that audience, to both promote your design-oriented business and to support the TMH mission. From sponsoring dinners to movies to tours to the website, there's a fit for every budget. Details here.
• The next **T4A (Thirst4Architecture)** Networking Happy Hour is 6-8pm, Thursday, June 19, at the home and office of **Brian Shawcroft**, 5215 Melbourne Road, Raleigh. Free refreshments, lots of door prizes, details here. These exciting, informal happy hours are free and open to the public. We welcome Modernist homeowners, architects, artists, designers, realtors, engineers, contractors, property investors, building managers, Modernist homeowners, materials and furniture dealers – or anyone with a huge crush on great architecture.

• **Erin Sterling Lewis and Matt Griffith** were recognized by **Residential Architect** magazine as one of 15 Young Firms to Watch.

• You can bid on over 70 original hand sketches by the world's top architects -- sponsored by **Architecture for Humanity**. Just a few days left until this auction closes.

• Thanks again to **Louis Cherry** of RATIO Architects for hosting this month's T4A.
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• New to the Masters archive: **Mario Botta**. Known in North Carolina for the Bechtler Museum in Charlotte, he did some wow houses in the first part of his career. Many thanks to **Jody Brown** of Coffee with an Architect for doing the research.

• Have you noticed that typing in Google is a lot slower these days? That's because it takes time to search as you type. To turn this handy but annoying feature off and greatly speed up typing, make **https://www.google.com/webhp?complete=0&hl=en** your default web page in IE or Firefox.